Abstract
Introduction
Most of the studies conducted in the field of international economics are aimed towards the analysis of causes and effects in international trade. Classical theories of international trade explained trade as a result of price difference based on different absolute or relative labour productivities among countries. Later on, Eli Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin introduced capital as second factor of production having both production possibilities and demand preferences. New trade theories assumed several assumption that were rather rigid in the aforementioned theories. This paper unpretendedly aims to recreate new trade pattern of international trade based on Zipfian or rank-size distribution. Why do cities emerge, how do they locate in countries and how do production inputs relocate within a country is still the key question in geographical economics.
Power laws originate from mathematics and construct relationship between two variables. Power law relation is merely a function of two variables expressed as a power of one variable. Due to the nature of power functions logarithmic decomposition can be made as well as its exponential counterpart from reverse action. Let's define power law function as follows:
where x and y are independent and dependent variables, a is estimated parameter and k is the power coefficient. The same (1) expression can be transformed in logarithmic form (2) as follows:
log log log y a k x = + (2) Previously mentioned functions are deterministic which is a characteristic of hard sciences such as physics and mathematics, but not economics. In most cases natural laws incorporate stochastic component ε as a result of sampling/measurement error or any other uncertainty that affects the mean. In this respect power law in social sciences is often remodeled into nondeterministic form (3): log log log y a k
where ε represents deviation factor or error term. There are several varieties of power laws available and its prevalence is in mathematics, physics, biology, economics and many other social sciences in particular. In this paper we analyse specific form of power law that is know as Zipf's law and is of great importance for economists. First proposition regarding city-size relation was made by Felix Auerbach (1913) . Fine tuning of Auerbach's findings was done by American researcher George Kingsley Zipf (1949) in a rule that states that frequency of some occurrence is inversely related to the rank of the same occurrence. The latter conclusion was formed out of analysis of word occurrence in text where one could conclude that the frequency of the word occurrence is inversely related to its rank in frequency table.
Cobb-Douglas production function is also a power law function with two parameters in the exponent (α and 1 α − ).
Application of Zipf's Law in Economics
How can Zipf's law (or rule) be applied in economics today? Due to its nonlinearity (convexity) Zipf's law is very useful in convexed analysis of a single variable calculus. Well known Pareto distribution has a power law tail and is very similar to Zipf's distribution 1 . Pareto distribution is strictly used for continuous functions while Zipf's one is for discrete cases. In this respect they are somewhat different and much alike at the same time. One of the first application of Zipf's law was in geographical economics. Population of the cities and their rank follow Zipf's law. The second biggest city in a country is approximately ½ of the largest city size, and third biggest city is 1/3 of the largest city size, etc. The rank-size rule applied in geographical economics emerges from Auerbach's paper from the beginning of 20th century and can be expressed in Pareto distribution (4):
which is equivalent to (5):
where x is population size, y is the number of cities larger than x , and , a k as constants. Zipf's work on Auerbach's idea goes further and assumes that distribution should have the following values of parameters:
1 k = and a = the size of the biggest city in order for data to fit. Several papers have tested Zipf's law using different approaches.
Let us mention few of the most promising: Ioannides and Overman (2000) empirically examined validity of Zipf's law for metro areas in the United States on a large set of data ranging from 1900 -1990 . They used nonparametric test in order to estimate variabilities in endogeneous variables. Results have showed that Zipf's law holds for a large range of city sizes.
General investigation in the area of power laws was systematically laid out by Newman (2004) showing remarkable concordance with Zipf's law. It was found in variations of the following variables: word frequency, citations, web hits, books sold, telephone calls received, earthquake magnitude, crater diameter in km, net worth in US dollars, name frequency and most notably population of cities.
A cross country investigation of Zipf's law was again tested by Kwok Tong Soo (2005) using OLS and Hill's estimator. With the use of OLS method Zipf's law was rejected for majority of countries while Hill's estimator rejected Zipf's law for minority of countries. Overall conclusion was that political economy variables better explain variations in parameters than geographical ones. Hinloopen and van Marrewijk (2008) concluded that Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage also follows Zipf's law using estimator developed by Gabaix and Ibragimov (2006) . Despite the general acceptance of Zipf's law in data there are differences between countries, sectors, population size, etc.
Recent comprehensive study in the area of Economics and Finance was conducted by Xavier Gabaix (2009) leaving several questions open for discussion, e.g. why do origins of cities, firms, international trade, CEO pay or market fluctuations follow power laws.
Data and Methodology
In order to test the presence of Zipf's law an appropriate population data for city proper and city agglomeration was taken from Croatian Bureau of Statistics based on census survey in 2011. Population was matched for top 100 cities or settlements ranked by size. Along with classic relationship between rank and size of the cities presented by G. K. Zipf, this paper goes further on establishing the link between export values and its rank among top 100 importing countries of Croatian products.
The following regression equations for city propers and city agglomerations were used in testing the validity of Zipf's law: 
for each i-th city agglomeration ranging from largest to smallest (Zagreb to Buje),
Experimental test of power law, more specifically Zipf's law, present in export values of Croatia's top 100 trade partners was carried out very similar:
Rank Exports
for each i-th importing partner country of Croatia ranging from largest to smallest (Italy to New Zealand),
In all three log-linear regression equations (6)- (8) 
Empirical Results
With the methodology already mentioned in previous section the presence of Zipf's law is tested for city proper and city agglomeration values based on 2011 data. Graphical relations are shown at Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Experimental data analysis provided for export values in Croatia's goods trade yields somewhat different results, but still within the theoretical bounds, which can be carefully observed at 
Croatia's goods export values and the rank of the importing countries also follow Zipf's law but not perfectly as shown in two previous cases. Table 1 it is clear that all independent variables are statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level using t-statistic. F-statistic shows that at least one of the variables in group test is statistically significant as well. The signs of i β coefficients are consistent with economic theory, i.e. classical gravity model approach. Coefficient of determination is not too high thus reducing the risk of multicollinearity in OLS model, but still explains a great portion of variability in dependent variable.
Conclusions
International economics today still doesn't have one Theory of everything, unified theory that should explain causes and effects of international trade. Trade effects are pretty much known to us, but the causes of trade still remain a mystery. Geographical economics as a part of international economics analyses micro and macro aspects of trade explaining why do cities emerge, and most importantly where do they locate. Local trade creates micro trade patterns that also reflect in macro trade patterns, the one that exist between countries. In this paper we tested Zipf's law, one of the power laws based on Pareto distribution which puts in relation rank and size of the cities and settlements in a country. Positioning of cities greatly affects local economy due to re(a)location of inputs and outputs thus leading to new optimal equilibrium. Empirical results from this paper suggest that the size of city proper and city agglomeration in Croatia strictly follows Zipf's law based on very strong log-linear relationship in variables. Surprisingly, Croatia's export values also follow Zipf's law with less explained variance in dependent variable. In addition to Zipf's law, gravity model was constructed based on classical model by Jan Tinbergen. Estimated parameters of log-linear regression output are consistent with implied (theoretical) values and strongly support the thesis of trade based on economic size measured by GDP and distance between countries. Common border as a qualitative regressor variable also positively affects international trade giving preference to adjacent countries.
